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The ‘stakeholder engagement journey’

What is stakeholder engagement? in 3:07 minutes: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHGTsEwbOJY

What is a multi-stakeholder forum? in 1:32 minutes: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=my2tB1E-N9c

This presentation covers the advanced incorporation of stakeholder engagement into 
everyday business and into a business’s DNA.

Beforehand, the two links below are to short video’s that align us on what we are 
meaning by stakeholder engagement and how some of this is done. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VHGTsEwbOJY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=my2tB1E-N9c
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“Many Austrian companies ensure a sound stakeholder 
process and dialogue with and involvement of relevant 
stakeholders in Austria.

Is there a business case to extend this beyond our 
border?

Or is the reality different beyond our domestic 
borders?”

ICEP 2015

The Focus of this multilogue
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“To set up a successful stakeholder engagement in an 
international context, businesses must recognize the 
country-specific challenges (e.g. unknown structures, a 
limited culture of dialogue and lack of formal relations 
between local stakeholder groups, the private sector 
and government institutions) and adapt proven 
instruments correspondingly. In addition, processes 
have to be established in order to incorporate newly-
found information into their own business processes 
and decision-making structures, both locally and in 
Austria.”

ICEP, 2015                               

The Focus of this multilogue
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1. How can Austrian companies transfer the concept of stakeholder 
engagement into their non-domestic markets? What 
preconditions have to be met?

2. To what extent can and must proven instruments of stakeholder 
engagement be adapted to new markets?

3. How can stakeholders in developing and emerging countries be 
successfully addressed despite a lower level of formalization? 

4. How can processes be set up to link the findings from 
stakeholder engagement in non-domestic markets to decision-
making structures in Austria? 

Some questions for this multilogue:
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1. To outline the specific challenges in emerging and 
developing markets, and share good practice as to how 
proven tools can help foster long-term sustainable 
stakeholder relations in these markets.

2. To provide an overview of the tools and processes for 
successful international stakeholder engagement. 

Tasks for this multilogue:
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EVN Case Study in Bulgaria, 2008

Mag. Renate 
Lackner-Gass, 
MSc MBA

CSR @ HR in 
EVN
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a. Facts without trust equals a waste of breath

b. Trust cannot be built without respect

c. Respect requires mutual understanding which requires 
listening

“Facts do not matter anymore…?”

An ABC of Stakeholder Engagement:
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“Facts do not matter anymore…?”

(Dihydrogen Monoxide)
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“Facts do not matter anymore…?”

(Dihydrogen Monoxide)
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1. Listening

2. Respect

3. Trust

4. Dialogue

5. Facts 

Complete & Timely facts matter
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Why?

A quick review of current media 
coverage of international 
Austrian operations and 
business risks from Stakeholders 
gives the following case:
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Why?

http://www.schweighofer.at/en.html

http://www.schweighofer.at/en.html
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Why?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f0HTdUj53TI&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f0HTdUj53TI&feature=youtu.be
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Why?

http://www.schweighofer.at/en.html

http://www.schweighofer.at/en.html
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Why?

http://www.schweighofer.at/en.html

http://www.schweighofer.at/en.html
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The ‘way’ is a journey… together…
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The ‘way’ is a journey… together…

Value Transfer Win-Win

Loose - Loose Value Transfer

+

+

-

-

Shareholder wins

Stakeholder 
wins
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Some references

A good overview of the journey 
advances companies were already are 
going through in 2008:
http://www.greenleaf-
publishing.com/productdetail.kmod?
productid=2591

A brief description of the changes required 
to decision making processes in companies 
to incorporate stakeholder engagement 
into the management system: 
http://www.dosustainability.com/shop/sma
rt-engagement-why-what-who-and-how-p-
53.html

http://www.greenleaf-publishing.com/productdetail.kmod?productid=2591
http://www.dosustainability.com/shop/smart-engagement-why-what-who-and-how-p-53.html
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Lets split into 4 groups

and critically examine a framework of 10 logical 
steps to ensure business success in complex 
environments.

Lead in partnership
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Each group takes some of the 58+ cards
and creates a process that seems logical to you.                                                                    

Lead in partnership
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The ‘way’ is a journey… together…

Successful	business	in	Complex	Situa ons		
-	10	steps	to	Smart	Outcomes	using	a	needs-firs t 	approach	-		

	

June	2015	(1/1)	
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The ‘way’ is a journey… together…
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A foundational requirement for success

Quality Stakeholder Engagement

Responsible 
Business Strategy

Successful 
Business Strategy
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The ‘way’ is a journey… together…
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Keeping company culture up to date

An overview of tools and processes
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Effectively achieved through Smart Engagement

An overview of tools and processes
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Remembering: 

Relationships

ResultsActive 
Dialogue

Respect

Integrity

Trust

The ‘way’ is a journey… together…
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An overview of tools and processes
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An overview of tools and processes - support

For a complete descrition please see: http://www.astoneco.com/en/what-we-do/training

http://www.astoneco.com/en/what-we-do/training
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Given all the above, what are the obstacles?…

… and how can they be overcome?
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Thank you for your time.

www.astoneco.com

http://www.astoneco.com

